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Semi-Bulk Systems, Inc.

Introducing Modular Processes - NOW and for the FUTURE.

Based on today’s rapidly changing process demands, manufacturers
must meet the capability to produce a new product now that cannot be
processed with traditional process equipment. Quite often, the
justification to provide the ideal process is limited since the volume is
initially low.
Semi-Bulk Systems’ modular process designs allows the manufacturer
to buy a limited process capability to meet the immediate new
requirement and project justification, but take advantage of the system
ability and flexibility to expand to handle additional new ingredients,
new product introductions and increasing volumes.
Beverage Mix Process
New Beverage introductions require new or additional
process requirements:
To handle changing ingredients that cannot be mixed efficiently
with existing batching station
To handle bulk bag addition of ingredients as well as small
packages for dry and liquid minors
To handle bulk truck or silo supply for sucrose or other high
volume dry ingredients.
If you cannot justify the installation of a process that will meet
your FUTURE needs, in addition to your NOW requirements, you can
select the VACUCAM® Ejector Mixer Dynamic Batching Station
that will meet all of your NOW requirements at a competitive price, but
can grow in stages to meet all of your future requirements.
The Systems’ modular functionality allows the addition of sub
processes to meet growing requirements of new beverage ingredients-- This includes all difficult to mix ingredients as well as the capability
to handle bulk containers or total bulk supply of ingredients.

Learn more on our website

BEVERAGE MIX STATIONS
You have an immediate need to handle a sugar substitute (dextrose or
e-tol) for making a new product. You know products in the near
future will also be supplied in bulk bags or paper bags (citric acid,
sodium benzoate, taurine, aspartame, tea powder, etc) and that
sucrose in bulk supply will also require processing. You may also have
future requirements to handle a variety of gums and thickeners, dry
milk powders, liquid flavors and other new ingredients.
Semi-Bulk Systems can provide a process addition that will allow you
to meet NOW requirements with a basic unit, and all FUTURE changes
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in products or volumes with standard Module additions.

SUGAR PROCESS MODULES

Semi-Bulk Systems has developed modular sugar liquefication
processes to provide the most efficient processes to handle NOW
requirements and to expand to accommodate the rapid and unknown
demand in the FUTURE.
The Modular schematic matrix of process options recently presented
addresses SBS’ capability to provide the complete turnkey process
design. From the total dry side capability w/ bulk bags, w/ bulk truck
or bulk rail unloading, silo storage, conveying and transfer to process
area. The total expertise of dry side handling will provide all of the
safety design considerations to meet new explosion design guidelines,
humidity control in storage and bulk conveying of dry ingredients.
Experience in bulk bag handling and rapid handling unload stations
complement our “total solution” for sugar handling and also offers
options for additional utilization of the system for other bulk bag
ingredients.

1-800-732-8769    www.semi-bulk.com
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